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Abstract
An analysis of the self impedance of a waveguide-fed transverse slots radiating
between baffles is presented. The region exterior to the slot is treated as a
parallel plate (PP) waveguide which radiates into half space through an aperture
in an infinite ground plane. The slot problem is analyzed using a set of integral
equations which are solved numerically using the method of moments. The
results can be used in previously published design procedures for waveguidefed series slot arrays. The theoretical results will he validated using network
measurements.

1. Introduction
The use of resonant transverse slot in the broad wall of a rectangular waveguide
has been limited by the fact that the possible variation of its excitation is small
and since no simple mechanism such as alternation of slot offset exists for the
~ e : y ~ of
~m
thel phase of the slot excitation. This means that for broadside arrays
the slot spacing must be chosen equal to one guide wavelength, resulting in
severe grating lobes. Josefsson [l] suggests the use of baffles for the suppression
of these lobes. In his novel paper he uses the method of moments to calculate
the self impedance of the transverse slot in the case of two exterior regions, one
being half space and the other being an infinite PP waveguide. In this paper we
will analyze the self impedance of a transverse slot radiating between baffles of
finite length. The wall thickness of the waveguide carrying the slot is included
in the analysis. The results from the analysis can be used in the classical design
procedure described in [a].
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2

Method of Analysis

Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the slot problem to be analyzed. It is assumed
that the waveguide and baffle structure possess no geometrical variation in
the direction of the z-axis so that the region bounded by the baffles and the
waveguide can be assumed cylindrical. It is further assumed that a driving TElo
wave, traveling in the positive z-direction inside the waveguide, is incident on
the slot.
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waveguide
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Figure 1: Geometry of a transverse broad wall slot radiating between baffles.
For the analysis of the slot problem we first divided the configuration into three
regions. The three regions are: 1) the waveguide carrying the slot, 2) the interior
of the slot and 3) the ext,erior region bounded by the baffles. The interaction
between the fields in region 1 and 2 and between region 2 and 3 are modeled
by two apertures at the ends of the waveguide that forms the slot. Using the
field equivalence principles we can cover the two apertures with a thin sheet
of conducting material and replace the tangential components of the electric
fields in the apertures with equivalent magnetic currents. For the aperture that
connects region 1 and 2 we use a magnetic current denoted by Mlz. For the
aperture that connects region 2 and 3 we use a current denoted by M23.
Using these equivalent magnetic currents the continuity of the tangential components of the electric fields are satisfied across the apertures. To uniquely solve
the slot problem we must also require that the tangential components of the
magnetic fields are continuous:

where Hincis the incident field in the waveguide when the apertures are shorted
out with the conducting sheets and H,(M,,) is the magnetic field in region
m scattered off the magnetic current which is equivalent to the tangential part
of the electric field in the aperture that separates region m and n. Eqs. (1)
1439
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and (2) constitutes two coupled integral equations which we will solve using the
method of moments.
For the expansion of the magnetic currents we will use the equivalent magnetic
current of the electric field of the TE,o mode in the waveguide that forms the
slot, i.e.

where C and E are the longitudinal and transverse slot coordinates localized to
the center of slot. Employing a Galerkin type testing of the integral equations
by dot-multiplying (1) and (2) with M, given in (3) and by integrating over
the respective apertures we obtain a set of linear equations for the coefficient
in the expansion of the two magnetic currents MI2 and M23.
The main task in the calculation of the terms in the linear equation system
is the evaluation of the magnetic fields scattered off the magnetic currents.
Inside the waveguide (region 1) a Green’s function formulation similar to the
one used in [l] has been employed. Inside the slot (region 2) the determination
of the magnetic field becomes simple since each of the expansion functions M,
only couple to one waveguide mode of the waveguide that constitutes the slot.
In the exterior region bounded by the baffles (region 3) one has first to solve
the problem of the slot aperture radiating into a region constructed of a PP
waveguide section of finite length connected to an infinite ground plane. This
problem is solved using an integral equation for the magnetic field and where
the unknown is a magnetic current equivalent to the tangential component of
the electric field in the aperture that connects the PP section with half space.
When the coefficients to the expansion of the two magnetic currents MI2 and
MZ3are found, the normalized self impedance of the slot is calculated as

where Hi,, is the excitation of the incident TElo wave H,,, and Hrcfi is the
excitation of the TElo mode term of the magnetic field H,(-Ml2) scattered off
the slot inside the waveguide in the negative z-direction.

3

Results

All the following pertain to the computed values of the normalized self impedance
Zself/ZOof a transverse broad wall slot in a C-band waveguide with the in
ternal dimensions a x b=47.55 x 22.15 mm’. The dimensions of the slot are
21 x w=27 x 2.5 mm2 and the wall thickness is t=1.63 mm. The dimensions of
the baffles are a’ x b‘=32 x 40 mm2. In Fig. 2 the real and imaginary part of the
normalized self impedance is plotted as a function of the frequency. The two
solid curves represent the computed self impedance when only one expansion
1440
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function has been used in each of the two apertures. In the case of the two
dashed curves the expansion functions MI . . . M13 has been used. However,
due to the symmetry of the slot configuration only expansion functions with an
odd index is excited, giving a total of seven significant expansion functions.
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Figure 2: Real and imaginary parts of the normalized self impedance
as a function of the frequency.

4 Conclusion
We have presented an analysis of the self impedance of a transverse broad wall
slot radiating between baffles. At the time of writing the theoretical analysis
has been completed and an antenna consisting of a single slot radiating between
baffles is under construction. Comparisons between computed and measured
values of the self impedance and the radiation pattern will be presented at the
symposium.
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